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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X and Y be two hyperbolic Riemann surfaces covered by the unit
disk D in the complex plane. For a quasiconformal mapping f : X “ Y of0
 .X onto Y, we denote by Q f the class of all quasiconformal mappings of0
 .X onto Y which are homotopic to f mod › X . Here › X is the ideal0
 w x.boundary of X in the standard sense see G . The extremal maximal
 .dilatation for the class Q f is0
w xK s inf K f : f g Q f . 4 .0 0
In order to avoid triviality, we always assume that K ) 1, that is, that0
 .  . Q f contains no conformal mappings. We also denote Q f s f : f g0 K 0
 . w x 4  .Q f , K f F K for K G K . An element f of Q f is called extremal if0 0 0
w x w x  .  4K f s K , uniquely extremal if K f 9 ) K for all f 9 g Q f y f ,0 0 0
<locally extremal if for any subsurface X of X, f X is extremal when0 0
considered as a quasiconformal mapping of X .0
 .  .Given a weight function r w on Y which satisfies r w ) 0 a.e. and
1 5 5  .has the unit L -norm r s HH r w du d¤ s 1, we define theY
1Project supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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Dirichlet]Douglas functional as
2 2< < < <w xD f s r f z f q f dx dy. . .HH  .r z z
X
 .An element f of Q f is called harmonic with respect to r if the0
 . .   ..expression f f z s r f z f f is equal a.e. to a holomorphic quadraticr z z
w x  w x  .4differential on X, minimal for D if D f s inf D f 9 : f 9 g Q f .r r r 0
 . w x  w xf g Q f is called K-minimal for D if D f s inf D f 9 : f 9 gK 0 r r r
 .4Q f .K 0
It is well known that there always exists at least one extremal mapping in
 .  .the class Q f . Furthermore, if Q f contains more than one extremal0 0
 w x.mapping, then it must contain infinitely many see St4, EL, and Q .
Recently, much work has been done on unique extremal mappings. For
wmore details we refer the reader to the papers MM1, BLMM, BMM, R4,
x  w xand S2 . On the other hand, it is also known see RS2, W and Theorem 1
.below that a mapping f is harmonic with respect to r iff it is minimal for
D . Furthermore, if such a mapping exists, it must be unique. But ther
existence question of harmonic mappings still remains open. In fact, V. G.
 w x.Sheretov see Sh1, Sh2 has already considered such a question. Sheretov
considered the K-minimal mapping of D and asserted that a K-minimalr
 .  wK ) K mapping of D is harmonic with respect to r see Sh1, Theo-0 r
x. w xrem 6 . However, this was disproved by the author in a previous paper S1
 w x.see also W . One of the results of the present paper is a proof of the
non-existence of harmonic mappings in the unit disk case, and this will be
done in Section 3.
This paper is organized as follows: After giving some preliminary results,
we will prove the above-stated non-existence result. Then we give some
examples related to the notion of locally extremal mapping. In Section 5
we prove the Gestenhaber]Rauch Principle on any Riemann surface. In
Section 6 we give a complete characterization of a K-minimal mapping of
 .D . Finally, we state some results about the minimal mapping in Q f orr 0
 . lin Q f of the functional D defined asK 0
l 2 2< < < < < <w xD f s l f z f q f q 2 Re l f z f f dx dy , .  . .  .HH  . /z z z z
X
which is precisely the generalized Dirichlet integral introduced by Reich
w xR1 .
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
 .2.1. We recall the following important fact: Let SQ X denote the
 .unit sphere of the Banach space Q X of all holomorphic quadratic
differentials on X with finite L1-norm. A quasiconformal mapping f is
extremal if and only if its complex dilatation m satisfies the
 w x.Hamilton]Krushkal condition see G , that is, there exists some sequence
 .  . 5 5f in SQ X such that HH mf “ m as n “ ‘. Such a sequence is‘n X n
called a Hamilton sequence for m. It is said to be degenerate if f “ 0n
locally uniformly in X.
We will use an inequality of E. Reich and K. Strebel, usually known as
 w x.the Main Inequality see RS1, St2, or G , which has been extensively used
in the theory of extremal quasiconformal mappings and TeichmullerÈ
spaces.
Main Inequality. Let f : X “ X be a quasiconformal mapping which is
 .homotopic to the identity mapping mod › X . Then the complex dilatation
m of f satisfies
< < < < 21 y mfr f
< < < <f dx dy F f dx dy ,HH HH 2< <1 y mX X
or equivalently,
< < 2m m
< <Re f dx dy F f dx dyHH HH2 2< < < <1 y m 1 y mX X
 .for all f g Q X .
2.2. We will also need the variational formula for the
Dirichlet]Douglas functional. Let f : X “ Y and F: X “ X be two
quasiconformal mappings. A straightforward computation leads to the
formulation
< < 2m z .F 2 2y1 < < < <w xD f ( F s D f q 2 r f z f q f dx dy . .HH  .r r z z2< <1 y m zX  .F
m z .Fy 4 Re f f z dx dy , 1 .  .  .HH r2< <1 y m zX  .F
 . .   ..where f f z s r f z f f as before and m is the complex dilatationr z z F
 . 1 .of F. Note that f f g L X sincer
< < < < 5 5f f m ‘z z
5 5 < <f f s f f s r w du d¤ F , .  .  .HH HHr r 22 2 5 5< < < < 1 y mX Y f y f ‘z z
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 . 1 .where m is the complex dilatation of f. In fact, f f rm g L X sincer
f f r w 1 .  .r s du d¤ F .HH 2 2m < < 5 51 y m z 1 y mY  . ‘
 .Now if f is harmonic with respect to r, then f f is a non-zeror
 .  .element of Q X , the complex dilatation m of f has the form m z s
<  . < <  . . <.  .m z f f z r f f z with m z / 0 almost everywhere, and .  .r r
 . 1 .f f rm g L X . Conversely, any quasiconformal mapping f whose com-r
 . <  . < <  . <.plex dilatation m is of the form m z s m z f z r f z , where f is a .
 .  .non-zero element of Q X and m z / 0 almost everywhere satisfies
1 .frm g L X , must be harmonic with respect to some weight function r.
 .   ..  .In fact, r w is uniquely determined by the equation r f z f f s f zz z
up to a constant.
Now we state
 .THEOREM 1. f g Q f is harmonic with respect to r if and only if f is0
minimal for D . Furthermore, if such a mapping f exists, it must be unique.r
Proof. When X s Y s D, the if part of Theorem 1 was proved by
w xReich and Strebel RS2 . We give a proof in the general case.
Let N denote the Ahlfors N-class, that is, n g N if n g L‘ and
 .HH nf dx dy s 0 for all f g Q X . Let n g N. By a well known fact inX
 w x.  .Teichmuller theory see G, p. 107 , there exists a curve n 0 F t F d ofÈ t
Beltrami differentials on X which satisfies
n z s tn z q O t 2 .  .  .t
uniformly in X, such that for the quasiconformal mapping F with complext
 . y1  . w xdilatation n , F g Q id . Thus, f ( F g Q f . Since D f Ft t t 0 r
w y1 x  .D f ( F , a necessary condition from 1 isr t
Re f f z n z dx dy s 0. .  .  .HH r
X
By the Hahn]Banach theorem and the Riesz representation theorem,
 . 1 .  .  .noting that f f g L X , we conclude that f f g Q X as required.r r
The rest of Theorem 1 follows directly from the Main Inequality. For
w xdetails, see Wei W , where X s Y s D was considered.
THEOREM 2. Let f be an extremal mapping whose complex dilatation m is
 . <  . < <  . <of the form m z s m z f z r f z , where f is a non-zero holomorphic .
<  . < 5 5quadratic differential on X. Then f is locally extremal only if m z s m ‘
almost e¤erywhere.
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w xProof. We modify the discussion in Reich R3 .
Let p g X be a non-zero point of f. Choose a local coordinate F s
'H f of a neighborhood U of p onto D and a local coordinate C of ap
 . y1neighborhood V of f p onto D. Consider the mapping F s C( f (Ff  p.
of D onto D. Since f is locally extremal, F is an extremal quasiconformal
 . <  . < <  . <mapping of D onto D. On the other hand, since m z s m z f z r f z , .
  .. <  . < wit follows that m F z s m z . By a result of Ortel and Smith OS,F
x <  . < 5 < 5Corollary 2 , m z s m U for a.e. z g U . Since DU covers the‘p p p
<  . < 5 5whole surface X, we find that m z s m almost everywhere.‘
3. NON-EXISTENCE OF HARMONIC MAPPINGS
In this section we will prove the non-existence of harmonic mappings in
the unit disk case.
<Recall that f : D “ D is quasiconformal iff H s f ›D is a quasisym-0 0
metric homeomorphism of the unit circle ›D onto itself in the sense of
w x  .  . <Beurling and Ahlfors BA . Set Q H s Q f for H s f ›D.0 0
Now we recall some known results on the Poisson integral needed
below. Let H be a quasisymmetric homeomorphism of the unit circle ›D.
 .The Poisson integral P H of H is defined as
1 1 y r 22piu i tP H re s H e dt. .  .  .H 22p 1 y 2 r cos t y u q r .0
w x  .By a classical result of Kneser and Rado KR , P H is an orientationÂ
<  . < <  . <preserving homeomorphism of D with P H ) P H G 0. Further-z z
 .more, the well-known Dirichlet principle says that P H provides the
unique minimum for the Dirichlet integral
2 2< < < <w xD f s f q f dx dyHH  .z z
D
 .among all mappings f z of D possessing a finite Dirichlet integral and
w x w xhaving boundary values H. Note that D f s p D f for the Euclideanr
 .metric r w s 1rp .
 .It is well known that P H is locally quasiconformal in D. Recall that a
homeomorphism f from X onto Y is locally quasiconformal if for every
point p g X there is a neighborhood U such that the restriction of f onp
U is quasiconformal. However, there exist infinitely many quasisymmetricp
 .homeomorphisms H such that P H is not global quasiconformal in D
 w x.see PSZ . Let QS denote the set of all quasisymmetric homeomorphisms
on the unit circle, and HQS those whose Poisson integrals are quasiconfor-
mal.
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We first prove
 .THEOREM 3. For a quasisymmetric function H, if f g Q H is harmonic
 .  .with respect to the Euclidean metric r w s 1rp , then f s P H .
 .y1Proof. Set F s P H ( f. An easy computation shows that
2 2< < < <f y fz z2 2< < < <F y F s ) 0,z z 2 2< < < <P H y P H ( F .  . .z z
which implies that
< <Fz
< <m s - 1. 2 .F < <Fz
w x  .Examining the proof of the Main Inequality in RS1 and noting 2 , we
conclude that the following version of the Main Inequality still holds for
 .the above-defined F and any f g Q D ,
2f
1 y mF < <f
< < < <f dx dy F f dx dy. 3 .HH HH 2< <1 y mD D F
On the other hand, a direct computation will yield the following formula-
tion:
D P H .
2 2 2< < < < < <m z f q f y 2 Re m z f f .  . .F z z F z zw xs D f q 2 dx dy.HH 2< <1 y m zD  .F
4 .
 .  .  .Since f g Q H is harmonic with respect to r w s 1rp , f z s
 .  .  .1rp f f is in Q D . By 3 and 4 we getz z
2< < < < < <m z f f y Re m z f f .  .F z z F z zw xD P H G D f q 4 dx dy . HH 2< <1 y m zD  .F
< < 2 < <m z f z y Re m z f z .  .  .  .F Fw xs D f q 4p dx dyHH 2< <1 y m zD  .F
w xG D f .
 .Now the Dirichlet principle implies f s P H as required.
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Theorem 3 can be generalized as
THEOREM 4. Let H be any quasisymmetric function and g be a MobiusÈ
 y1 .transformation preser¤ing the unit disk D. If f g Q g ( H is harmonic with
 . <  . < 2 y1  .respect to r w s g 9 v rp , then f s g ( P H .
 y1 .  .Proof. Since f g Q g ( H is harmonic with respect to r w s
2 2<  . <  . <   .. <  .g 9 w rp , f z s g 9 f z rp f f is holomorphic. Noting that f zz z
 .  .s 1rp g ( f g ( f , we conclude that g ( f g Q H is harmonic with .z z
 .respect to the Euclidean metric. Theorem 3 implies g ( f s P H and
y1  .consequently f s g ( P H .
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is the following non-existence
result.
COROLLARY 1. Let H g QS y HQS. Then for any Mobius transforma-È
 y1 .tion g preser¤ing the unit disk D, Q g ( H does not contain any harmonic
 . <  . < 2mapping with respect to r w s g 9 w rp .
Remark. If H g HQS, then for any Mobius transformation g preserv-È
y1  .  y1 .ing the unit disk D, g ( P H is the unique mapping in Q g ( H
 . <  . < 2which is harmonic with respect to r w s g 9 w rp .
We end this section by stating some results which are closely related to
our Theorem 3 and its proof and which were obtained recently by V.
w xMarkovic and M. Mateljevic MM3 .Â Â
 .Inequality 3 is a new version of the Main Inequality in the unit disk
case. It was further generalized to a wide class of mappings by V. MarkovicÂ
w xand M. Mateljevic MM3 .Â
THEOREM MM1. Suppose that f is a homeomorphism of D onto itself,
which has the first generalized deri¤ati¤es on D and is the identity on ›D. Then
the complex dilatation m of f satisfies
< < < < 21 y mfr f
< < < <f dx dy F f dx dyHH HH 2< <1 y mD D
 .for all f g Q D .
w xAs an application of Theorem MM1, Markovic and Mateljevic MM3Â Â
obtained the following uniqueness result of harmonic mappings. Note that
our Theorem 3 can be deduced directly from Theorem MM2.
THEOREM MM2. Suppose that f and g are homeomorphisms of D onto
itself which are locally quasiconformal in D and ha¤e the same boundary
 .  .  .¤alues. If , in addition, we suppose that both f f and f g are in Q D forr r
some function r satisfying r ) 0 a.e. on D, then f and g are identical.
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4. EXAMPLES
4.1.
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be a Riemann surface of conformal infinite type
 .and f be a non-zero element of Q X such that the extremal TeichmullerÈ
< <  .differential m s k fr f 0 - k - 1 has some degenerating Hamilton0 0 0
sequence. The existence of such a m on an infinite-type surface was0
w x  w x.proved in LS see also L . Choose a compact positive-measure subset G
 . 5 5of X and a function n on G with 0 - e F n z F n - k . Consider‘0 0 0 0 0
 < <.the mapping f with complex dilatation m, which equals n fr f on G0
and m on X y G. Then f is extremal by the Hamilton]Krushkal condi-0
 .tion; f is harmonic with respect to some weight function r see 2.2 and is
consequently minimal for D by Theorem 1. However, f is not locallyr
5 5extremal by Theorem 2 since n - k .‘0 0
Remark. In an attempt to prove the existence of locally extremal
mappings, Sheretov asserted that a K -minimal mapping of D is locally0 r
 w x. w xextremal see Sh2, Theorem 3 . Reich R2 pointed out that Sheretov's
proof has a serious gap. Our Example 1 says that Sheretov's assertion is
not true. So, the existence question of locally extremal mappings must still
be considered open.
4.2.
EXAMPLE 2. Denote
V s z s x q iy : y2 F 4 x q 1 , x G y1 . 4 .
w xExamining the proof of Theorem 2.2 in Reich R2 , we find that
< <HH f z dx dy .G
sup s 1 5 .
< <HH f z dx dy . . GfgQ V
for any positive-measure subset G of V.
 .  .Given K s 1 q k r 1 y k ) 1, consider the mapping
F z s Kx q iy q K y Ky1 , z g V , .K
whose Beltrami differential m s k. By the Hamilton]Krushkal condi-FK
 . <tion, relation 5 implies that F G is extremal for any subdomain G ; V.K
Thus, F is locally extremal in V. On the other hand, it is well known thatK
 w x .F is not uniquely extremal see R2 and below .K
A uniquely extremal mapping is obviously locally extremal. Example 2
shows that the converse is not true, however. On the other hand, Example
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1 shows that the K -minimal mapping of D need not be locally extremal.0 r
Example 2 actually shows that a locally extremal mapping need not be
K -minimal for D . In fact, F is not K-minimal for D for any weight0 r K r
 < < 4function r. To see this, denote D s z; z - r for any 0 - r - 1 andr
define
1 1¡ y1 y1 2 2'K q K x q K y K x q y q iy , z g V y D , .  . r2 2~F z s .r 1 1
y1 y1K q K x q K y K r q iy , z g D . .  .¢ r2 2
The complex dilatation m of F isr r
z¡k , z g V y D ,r< <~ zm z s .r
2¢k , z g D .r
< <  .Since F › V s F › V, F g Q F is extremal. Now for any weight func-K r r K
w x w xtion r, it is clear that D F - D F .r r r K
4.3. One might be tempted to expect that there will always exist one
 .and only one locally extremal mapping in every class Q f . However,0
w xfollowing the discussion in Strebel St3 , we find that there are numerous
counterexamples to this conjecture.
EXAMPLE 3. Let G be a torsion free Fuchsian group acting on the unit
5 5disk whose Poincare series operator has norm Q - 1. Let h: ›D “ ›DÂ G
be a quasisymmetric function such that the group G9 s hGhy1 is again a
<Fuchsian group. Now let f : D “ D be extremal such that f ›D s h.0 0
 y1 . y1  .Then f s h(g ( h ( f (g , g g G, is also extremal in Q f . Sinceg 0 0
5 5Q - 1, f / f whenever g / g . On the other hand, if f is locallyG g g 1 2 01 2
<extremal, so is f . In conclusion, if f is locally extremal with f ›D s h,g 0 0
 .then Q f contains infinitely many locally extremal mappings.0
Remark. To the author's knowledge, no example of f is known such0
 .that Q f contains more than one locally extremal mapping.0
5. GESTENHABER]RAUCH PRINCIPLE
An important goal in extremal quasiconformal mapping theory is to
calculate or estimate the extremal maximal dilatation K for a given0
 . w xhomotopic class Q f . One approach due to Reich R3 is to consider the0
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Dirichlet]Douglas functional. A simple computation shows that
1 y1w x w x w xD f F K f q K f . 6 . .r 2
w xIn the unit disk case, it was further proved in R3 that
1
y1w xsup inf D f s K q K , .r 0 02 .fgQ fr 0
which is known as the Gestenhaber]Rauch Principle. In this section we
will generalize this to the case of any Riemann surface.
Recall that a quasiconformal mapping f from X onto Y is a TeichmullerÈ
< <mapping if its Beltrami coefficient m is of the form k f rf for some
 .0 - k - 1 and f g SQ X . We say that the Teichmuller mapping f isÈ
 w x.determined by k and f. It is known see St1 that k and f determine
 .uniquely an element c in SQ Y such that the Beltrami differential n of
y1 < <g s f is of the form yk c rc . f and c are called the initial and
terminal differentials of the mapping f , respectively. It is also known see
w x.St1 that a Teichmuller mapping is uniquely extremal.È
Now we prove
THEOREM 5. For any quasiconformal mapping f between two Riemann0
surfaces X and Y, it holds that
1
y1w xsup inf D f s K q K . 7 . .r 0 02 .fgQ fr 0
 .Proof. It follows from 6 immediately that
1
y1w xsup inf D f F K q K . .r 0 02 .fgQ fr 0
 . y1For any f g Q f , set g s f . Noting that0
< < 21 q n2 2< < < <w xD f s r f z f q f dx dy s r w du d¤ , .  . .HH HH .r z z 2< <1 y nX Y
where n is the Beltrami coefficient of g, it suffices to show that
< < 21 q n 1
y1sup inf r w du d¤ G K q K . .  .HH 0 02 2< < .ggQ g 1 y nYr 0
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 .  w x.Let g g Q g . By the density of Strebel points see L , there exist0
 .  .  .  .sequences n , k , and c in SQ Y such that, as n “ ‘, k “ k [n n n n 0
 .  . 5 5K y 1 r K q 1 , n y n “ 0, and the Teichmuller mapping deter-È‘0 0 n
 .mined by k and c is homotopic mod › Y to the mapping with Beltramin n
coefficient n . By the Main Inequality we obtainn
2
cn
1 q nn < << <1 q k 1 q ncn nn< < < <K [ F c du d¤ F c du d¤ .HH HHn n n2 < <1 y k 1 y n< <1 y nY Yn nn
 . y1Noting that the function J t [ t q t is convex and increasing when
t G 1, we get from the Jensen inequality, as n “ ‘, that
< <1 q nny1 < <K q K s J K F J c du d¤ . HHn n n n /< <1 y nY n
< <1 q nn
< <F J c du d¤HH n /< <1 y nY n
< < 21 q nn
< <s 2 c du d¤HH n2< <1 y nY n
< < 21 q n
< <s 2 c du d¤ q o 1 . .HH n2< <1 y nY
Consequently, as n “ ‘,
< < 21 1 q n
y1K q K F sup inf r w du d¤ q o 1 . .  . . HHn n 22 < < .ggQ g 1 y nYr 0
Letting n “ ‘, we obtain
< < 21 1 q n
y1K q K F sup inf r w du d¤ . . HH0 0 22 < < .ggQ g 1 y nYr 0
as required.
Remark. From the proof, we find that the stronger result
1
y1w xsup inf D f s K q K , .r 0 02 .fgQ f<  . < 0rg SQ Y
<  . <  < <  .4where SQ Y s r s c : c g SQ Y , holds.
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 .Note that the supremum in 7 is not always attained. We say that r is0
 .maximal for the class Q f if0
1
y1w xinf D f s K q K . .r 0 00 2 .fgQ f0
 .It is easy to see that if Q f contains a Teichmuller mapping f withÈ0
< <  .terminal differential c , then r [ c is maximal for the class Q f .0 0
Further, the mapping f itself is harmonic with respect to r . The following0
theorem says that the converse is also true. Detailed proofs can be
w xfollowed in RS2 , where the unit disk case was considered.
 .THEOREM 6. Let r be maximal for the class Q f . Then there exists a0 0
 .unique mapping f in Q f which is harmonic with respect to r . It is a0 0
< <Teichmuller mapping whose terminal differential c satisfies c s r .È 0
6. K-MINIMAL MAPPINGS OF Dr
In this section we give a complete description of the K-minimal map-
pings of D .r
 .  .THEOREM 7. f g Q f K ) K is K-minimal for D if and only ifK 0 0 r
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .  .   ..1 f z s r f z f f is holomorphic;r z z
 . w x2 K f s K. Furthermore, if f is not holomorphic, then there existr
 . 5 5some f g Q X and some constant c / 0 with f q cf s 1 such that ther
complex dilatation m of f satisfies
K y 1
m f q cf s k s . 8 . .HH r K q 1X
 .Proof. Only if part Let f be K-minimal for D . Suppose that f isr r
w x w xnot holomorphic. It was proved in S1 that K f s K and that there exist
 .  .  . 5 5a sequence f in Q X and a sequence c such that f q c f s 1n n n n r
and that
lim m f q c f s k . 9 . .HH n n r
n“‘ X
 .  .We now show that 9 implies 8 .
< <Assertion 1. sup c - q‘.n
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Suppose to the contrary, that there exists some subsequence, still de-
 . 5 y1 5 < y1 <noted by c , such that c “ ‘ as n “ ‘. So c f q f s c “ 0 asn n n n r n
 y1 .  .n “ ‘. Therefore, c f is a bounded sequence in Q X . By then n
 y1 .  .normality of analytic functions, c f converges to some f g Q Xn n
locally uniformly in X. Consequently, cy1f q f “ f q f as n “ ‘. Byn n r r
Fatou's Lemma.
fn
5 5f q f F lim inf q f s 0,r rcn“‘ n
which can happen only if f q f s 0. But this is a contradiction since fr r
is not holomorphic.
< <Assertion 2. inf c ) 0.n
 .Otherwise, there would exist a subsequence, still denoted by c , suchn
5 5 5 5that c “ 0 as n “ ‘. Since f q c f s 1, we see that f “ 1. Onn n n r n
 .the other hand, from the relation 9 , we find that HH mf “ k. Conse-X n
 5 5.quently, f r f is a Hamilton sequence for m, which implies that f isn n
 .extremal in Q f . This is a contradiction, however.0
 . 5 5  .Now since c is a bounded sequence, by f q c f s 1, f is an n n r n
 .  .bounded sequence in Q X . Let c / 0 be a limit point of c and f be an
 .limit function of a subsequence of f . Then f q cf is a non-zero limitn r
 .  .function of some subsequence of f q c f . From the relation 9 it cann n r
be deduced easily that
5 5m f q cf s k f q cf .HH r r
X
as claimed.
 .If part . If f is holomorphic, then f is minimal for D in the classr r
 .Q f by Theorem 1, and so is K-minimal for D .0 r
w xNow suppose that f is not holomorphic, but K f s K, and ther
 .relation 8 is satisfied. We want to show that f is K-minimal for D .r
 .Suppose to the contrary, that there would exist a curve n 0 F t F d oft
Beltrami differential on X such that for the quasiconformal mapping Ft
y1  . w y1 x w xwith complex dilatation n , f ( F g Q f , but D f ( F - D f .t t K 0 r t r
 .  wSince F g Q id , by a well-known fact in Teichmuller theory see G, p.Èt
x.107 , there exists some Beltrami differential n g N, that is, HH nf s 0 forX
 .al f g Q X , such that
n z s tn z q O t 2 10 .  .  .  .t
uniformly in X.
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w y1 x w x  .Since D f ( F - D f , a necessary condition from 1 is Re HH nfr t r X r
 .) 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the c in relation 8 is
such that d s cHH nf ) 0.X r
Let m denote the Beltrami differential of the mapping f ( Fy1. Thent t
m y n t
m F z s . . .t t 1 y n mt
y1  . 5 5  .Noting that f ( F g Q f , we have m F k. By 10 ,‘t K 0 t
m y n t 2 2s m y tn q tnm q o t , .
1 y n mt
so
m y n t2 2 5 5m y tn q tnm q o t f q cf F s m F k . .  . .HH ‘r t1 y n mX t ‘
11 .
 .  .On the other hand, from the relation 8 , we find that m z s
2 2 . < <  .k f q cf r f q cf and so m f q cf s k f q cf whenever f qr r r r
 .cf / 0. By the relation 8 and HH nf s 0, we obtainr X
2 2m y tn q tnm q o t f q cf .  . .HH r
X
2 2s k y t cnf q t ck nf q o t .HH HHr r
X X
s k y d 1 y k 2 t q o t 2 , .  .
 .which contradicts 11 since d ) 0.
 .  .Remark. Let f g Q f be K-minimal K ) K for D . Although0 0 r
 . .f f z may not be a holomorphic quadratic differential, it is actuallyr
 <  . < 4holomorphic on the positive-measure set z g X : m z - k .f
 .THEOREM 8. Let f g Q f be K -minimal for D . Then for any subsur-0 0 r
face X of X, one of the following conditions must hold:0
 . <1 f X is extremal;0
 .  .   ..2 f z s r f z f f is holomorphic on X ;r z z 0
 . w < x3 K f X s K .0 0
<Furthermore, if f X is not extremal and f is not holomorphic on X , then0 r 0
 . 5 5there exist some f g Q X and some constant c / 0 with f q cf s 10 r
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such that the complex dilatation m of f satisfies
K y 10
m f q cf s . .HH r K q 1X 00
<  < .Proof. Noting that f X is K -minimal for D in Q f X , we find0 0 r K 00
that Theorem 8 follows immediately from Theorem 7.
7. MINIMAL MAPPINGS OF D l
1 .For any l g L Y such that l / 0 a.e., we consider the functional
l 2 2< < < < < <w xD f s l f z f q f q 2 Re l f z f f dx dy. .  . .  .HH  . /z z z z
X
y1 lw xDenoting by n the Beltrami differential of f , D f can be expressed as
2
l
1 y n
< <ll < <w xD f s l du d¤ ,HH 2< <1 y nY
which is precisely the generalized Dirichlet integral considered in Reich
w xR1 .
A direct computation will lead to the formulation
l y1D f ( F
< < 2m mF Fl l l< <w xs D f q 2 f f y 2 Re f f , .  .HH HH2 2< < < <1 y m 1 y mX XF F
where f : X “ Y and F: X “ X are two quasiconformal mappings, m isF
the complex dilatation of F, and
2
l f z . .
lf f z s l f z f q f . .  .  . . z z /< <l f z . .
By discussions similar to those in the previous sections, we can prove the
following theorems.
 . l lw x  lw xTHEOREM 9. f g Q f is minimal for D , i.e., D f s inf D f 9 : f 90
 .4 l .g Q f , if and only if f f is holomorphic.0
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THEOREM 10. For any quasiconformal mapping f between two Riemann0
surfaces X and Y, it holds that
lw xsup inf D f s K .0
 .fgQ fl 0
 .  . l lw xTHEOREM 11. f g Q f K ) K is K-minimal for D , i.e., D f sK 0 0
 lw x  .4inf D f 9 : f 9 g Q f , if and only if one of the following conditionsK 0
holds:
 . l .1 f f is holomorphic.
 . w x l .2 K f s K. Furthermore, if f f is not holomorphic, then there
 . 5 l .5exist some f g Q X and a non-zero constant c with f q cf f s 1
such that the complex dilatation m of f satisfies
l 5 5m f q cf f s m . . .HH ‘
X
 . l lw xTHEOREM 12. Let f g Q f be K -minimal for D , i.e., D f sK 0 00
 lw x  .4inf D f 9 : f 9 g Q f . Then for any subsurface X of X, one of theK 0 00
following conditions must hold:
 . <1 f X is extremal;0
 . l .2 f f is holomorphic on X ;0
 . w < x3 K f X s K .0 0
< l .Furthermore, if f X is not extremal and f f is not holomorphic on X ,0 0
 . 5then there exist some f g Q X and some constant c / 0 with f q0
l .5cf f s 1 such that the complex dilatation m of f satisfies
K y 10lm f q cf f s . . .HH K q 1X 00
Remark. When X s Y s D, the if part of Theorem 9 was proved by
w xReich R1 .
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